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 90 THE CELTIC RIEVIEW
 are forty songs suitable for crooning to children, many of them truly
 delightful. There is a fine collection of waulking songs thirty-two in all.
 They are classified into four distinct types. The reaping and rowing songs,
 also used as waulking songs, are, some of them, fresh and interesting. It
 will be seen thus that the bulk of the collection are cradle songs and songs
 of labour. The book closes with fourteen songs of love, clan songs, nine
 laments, and six ancient heroic lays.
 The book as a whole is one of the most important and instructive
 collections of Gaelic Folk-song hitherto published. It is without doubt the
 most ably edited volume of Gaelic music we have in print. Its production
 has evidently been an enthusiastic labour of love to all concerned. The
 talented and gracious lady to whom the chief credit is due will have the
 satisfaction of knowing that now, contrary to what her fears suggested,
 these songs will receive a new lease of life, and instead of being 'never
 more sung in this world,' will surely become again popular even over a far
 wider area than the isles of their origin.
 Perhaps it should be noted that the songs are given in staff notation
 only, without piano accompaniment. They may be had from the secretary
 of the Folk-song Society, Mr. F. Keel, 19 Berners Street, London, by pay-
 ment of 10s. 6d.-one year's subscription to the Society. The volume
 under review forms the sixteenth part of the Society's Journal.
 M. N. M.
 Songs of the Irish Harpers. Collected and arranged for Harp and Piano.
 By C. Milligan Fox. Bayley and Ferguson, Glasgow. 4s. net.
 In the preface the editor states that the melodies here given were
 preserved in their purity by the wandering minstrels of Ireland. They
 are fitted with accompaniments for either harp or piano in a simple but
 effective style. The harp at one time played a great part in Irish music.
 It is a pity that skilled performers on the Irish or Highland harp are now
 so rarely met with. Even in Wales the harp from various reasons is falling
 into disuse though in former days choirs of harpers were wont to play
 together in the halls of the chieftains and even on the battlefield. Among
 modern instruments there is no accompaniment for the voice so sweetly
 sympathetic as the harp. It is to be hoped that this interesting volume
 will materially help in reviving the art of harp playing. The harp is no
 doubt a difficult instrument, and costly. Tuning the strings is troublesome
 and it is said that practice is painful to the fingers, especially in the case of
 beginners.
 Five fine melodies from Bunting's unpublished manuscripts are here
 given, along with eight other songs. The Gaelic words are printed when
 obtainable. The English verses by Miss Alice Milligan, Miss Bunten, and
 others are of high quality. Some verses are original and others free trans-
 lations, breathing the simplicity and sincerity of Gaelic folk-song.
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 The harp songs given are supposed to have the characteristics of the
 genuine ancient style, previous to Carolan, who was looked upon in his time
 as a modernist and corrupter of the ancient music. One piece is given
 which is assigned to Rory Dall O'Cahan, a great harper and composer, who
 spent most of his life in Scotland between 1601 and 1650. It is interesting
 to find a version of' Ceann dubh dileas' in this book very similar to the air
 'Cuir a chinn dileas' in Fraser of Knockic's Collection of Highland music
 By changing the key signature from C natural to 3 flats (EV) the tune
 would be practically identical. Is the Irish Major or the Scottish Minor
 from the original ? It is a rare thing in Gaelic poetry to find a song to a
 red-haired girl. Here is a good English one on that unfairly neglected
 theme, by Miss Bunten. We cordially commend the volume to all
 nterested in the beautiful tender songs of Ireland. M. N. M.
 Monumenta Historica Celtica, Notices of the Celts in the Writings of the
 Greek and Latin Authors from the tenth century B.C. to the fifth
 century A.D., arranged chronologically, with translations, commentary,
 indices, and a glossary of the Celtic names and words occurring in
 these Authors. W. DINAN, M.A. Vol. i. London: David Nutt.
 1911. 15s. net.
 This work when completed will extend to three volumes. The plan is
 good, and the format is all that could be wished. The faults of execution,
 however, are such as seriously to diminish its anticipated usefulness as a
 means 'to safeguard the student against the egregious errors which disfigure
 too many of the works of our Celtic scholars.' The words of the title, 'from
 the tenth century B.C.,' are apt to raise overhigh expectations, for Homer,
 the author referred to, says nothing of the Celts, the first mention of whom
 (if we exclude one or two bare references ascribed to Hecataeus of Miletus)
 occurs in Herodotus, who wrote in the latter half of the fourth century B.c.
 The value and utility of the book depend on its accuracy in respect of
 text and translation, and of these it can only be said that the text is by
 no means as accurate as it should be, while the translation, except in
 the case of the first few pages and the passages from Polybius, is about
 as bad as it could be. The case of Polybius is explained by the fact
 that Mr. Dinan has, wisely, given us 'the excellent translation by Mr. E.
 Shuckburgh, in which Polybius expresses himself more clearly than he
 does in his native Greek,' which naive appraisement is unquestionably
 true for Mr. Dinan, but is a libel on Polybius, who is quite as clear in his
 native Greek as Mr. Shuckburgh is in English. Mr. Dinan's translations
 speak for themselves. One or two stray curiosities may be noted first.
 For 'Xenophon of Lampsacenus' (p. 78), read 'Xenophon of Lampsacus.'
 On p. 95 for ' crossed Mount Etna,' read ' crossed Mount Oeta.' ' Athena
 of Itonia' (p. 98) should be ' Athene of Iton.' On p. 109 ' Boeotardis'
 should be ' Boeotarchs,' and ' Megareus' should be ' a Megarian.' ' Enor-
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